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Gardens of the Mother
THE SPECIALS Volume 6, no. 1
The Conclave of Mary
June 17, 2000 at Mount Shasta
I greet you from the Heart of Mary and
I see your gardens as My sole project
now to vibrate My Heart and to vibrate
My solar sacred Son to the Earth
community.
My loving ones, birth this vision. May
it come to fruitage and so give light to
the solar planet that is our divine body,
Gaia, Earth. Let us all think upon her
for a moment and the sweet footsteps
of our children upon her blessed
ground. Do you know how much
Mother Earth loves the sweet voices
and the gentle, excited, enthusiastic
steps of the children? "Let them be
called forth," she says to you now, "my
sweet ones, and let them become the
leaders, the teachers and the
wayshowers. My lamp is turned on for
them. And they are welcomed, so
welcomed in My embrace."
Let us not forget the children, this circle
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here today. Let us remember
them and give them breath. Let
us know that each one born of the
light is a special one, the Christ.
Hear My voice for I AM the
Mother speaking, hear My song,
as they come—the children of all
nations—to bring truth to light
the Earth with joy. And so to give
to this planet the nature of
herself. Little children know
their angelic counterparts, don't
they? They always see the nature
spirits. They see the great and the
small, the mischievous and the
somber. They know them until
they are discouraged from
knowing them.
Light the planet this morning
with a new and renewed vision
of this Garden of Eden and take
with you before you leave, My
water of Fatima that will be
placed in your hands. With this
water you will know Me in a
different way and perhaps even
closer than you have felt Me
before. Let us now be still as you
hear the bells1of the children, the
nature spirits and the gladness of
the angels as they pour upon all
of us the healing balm of Mother
Mary who loves you so in the
central Heart, the God Son. Let
us be still and know this now.
Oh My Jerusalem, wear the
wings of your heart and the
fruitage of your brow.
This is a red letter day for all
creation, for the voice of the
Mother is heard. And that which
1

I could actually hear the tinkling of
joyful bells as I was speaking. - C

is given shall be accelerated so
that all might hear and know
the voice of Her, the voice of the
creative power, your Sister of
the Spirit. Your day has come.
Alignment with the Mother is
imperative for the next step in
creation. Let it be known. Her
embodiment will take place in
many quarters of the land.
Let the power of this anchoring
take place at this moment as we
draw in our breath and give it
out. And let it be known that the
gardens are created already and
will be manifested through the
children's hearts and their
minds. They shall be
coordinated by Mother Mary
Herself, Office of the World
Mother. You will see great
changes immediately as the
balance is restored and we greet
all with honor, the same. Blessed
be the children of this Earth.
Blessed be the little ones.
Blessed be all realms of
creation. The invisible workers,
guardians, blessed be. Let all
now join hands in a radiation of
the Supreme God. Let all
together as a mighty circle
vibrating Earth's Son shine
forth, implanting gentleness,
understanding, respect and joy.
Peace be with you all in your
heart, in the hearts of the
children everywhere. My
gardens will grow. Seal of
Melchizedek, Office of the
Christ. Through the Holy
Mother's hands it is imparted
and let it be known. Selah.

continued on page 3
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Gardens of the Mother
continued from page 2
Mother Mary's gift to
humanity is Her Son whom
2
we have known as the Name
of Jesus. This Son rests in
every heart and is born of the
Flame.3 This son, this golden
evolution of mankind, of all
humanity, is truly the
sunlight of the soul. It is the
evolution of humanity into a
great and glorious being.

and daughters, are as wayshowers of
this new era, a World of Light.5 And
you, My dear ones, blueprints of all
creation, are the Christ. Let the Christ
take over your whole person. Let this
glory be sung in every cell—that every
muscle and bone tingle with the Christ.
Be that one, the Body of Light.
This is the second evolution of man.
First, he-she was the etheric. Today and
now he-she becomes all the planets and
all the nations. He is both sky and earth.
He-she contains all and everything. Heshe is the glorious Son that we call the
Christ, evolution of Man,
consciousness complete. Hold that
thought for it will change your words
and it will transfigure your body.

I AM overhead now like a
great overshadowing. The
Holy Mother in the Office of
the World Mother
overshadows, oversees and
nourishes every human
heart, that each and every
one may find this Light
within of true identity I AM At the solar level, no one, no man, no
and so be born again as the consciousness, is anything but the
Christ.
Christ. You cannot enter Solar
Consciousness, cannot move through
M a n — h u m a n i t y — w a s that portal without that understanding:
imagined, envisioned, and there is nothing but the light. Hold this
created as the Christ. Deep candle for everyone and hold it high.
within you is that record, the
glorious mystery of whom You will walk through death. It is
you truly are. Take on the critical that you do this. Death must be
Christed powers now and abolished on this planet. It has no place
remember, after the order of in Me. We walk now as the Christed
Melchizedek, that you are body, the body of light. The light of
4
born of Mary. Lift your God.
hearts to that Christ and so
give birth to a new era of When individuals learn to forgive, they
Solar Consciousness. This is give birth to compassion and that is the
why I AM here today. This is great Son on earth. Keep that thought,
why I have come. I AM with for it will radiate far and wide.
y o u a s t h e U n i v e r s a l —Crystal
Christed Mother of all
Humanity. You, My sons 5 And you will not be hindered. My Son's
2

Nature.
3
God within.
4
The Virgin Heart.

grace falls over you and in His grace, so
you shall restore this planet to her rightful
nature as the Light of the World. Go give
that thought to another that he might
know it also.

The Virgin Mary
Speaks
THE SPECIALS Volume 4, no. 33

October 13, 1998, 7 pm at
World Mother Center
This Message followed the
Holy Mother's appearance
and message at Conyers,
Georgia. In her messages
She refers to herself as your
Loving Mother, so that it
might be understood that
she is with you in all ways
and will help you to your
path to God.

The Feast of Miracles is
about to begin. Those
who have called out to
1
me will be answered and
all shall be fed of My
bread and wine. Not one
shall be missed.
***
Following the above
Message that same night I,
Crystal, received:

The Feast of Miracles
is when Mary lets loose
her angels on earth to
do the miracles for
men.
1

your Loving Mother.

continued on page 4
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The Virgin Mary Speaks
Second Message
October 20, 1998, 7 p.m. at the World
Mother Center
The Holy Mother wants you to stay
faithful to the Flame.2 To uphold her
vision of the Christ in man. To restore
humanity to divine love. To be
examples of the Christ light.

continued from page 3
to translate man to light.
Heal the sick, feed the
poor. Gentleness and
kindness will restore this
earth. Each one can do
this. It is my ministry
through you.

Breast cancer will be over
She wants you to be light yourself, to
soon. It is only the
enfold others in your light, to radiate
woman's heart that needs
it from your body pores so that all can
to be opened; no more
see the light and know that it is there.
than that.
She asks you to be her angels now,
her trumpets of a new beginning. She
is sending you forth among men to
harvest a new consciousness, to bring
in the lambs.
You are under her wing. She watches
over you and you are safeguarded by
her light.
Each will hear my voice, she says, and
each will know that it is I. Bear
witness to the Christ now, my Son of
all sons. Be cloistered no longer. Like
Jesus, go forth among men and
proclaim his victory over the flesh.
My angels of light, begin to be the
angel that I have called forth. I have
sent you into the earth to release your
light, your kindness, your gentle
hearts, to restore our earth. Be
attentive to me. I would appreciate
that. Let go of anything that might
hold you back. Bring them the peace
they need and teach them of my love
for all of them, every single one.
Test your GodSelf, for you will find
that you have wings, that you can fly
now. Be solar angels of my light. I am
Mother Mary speaking to you and
giving you my plan. You are my fleet of
angels that I let loose upon this earth
2

The Christ Flame or your GodSelf.

Treat them all with
kindness and with love. I
have chosen you to bring
to humanity my Son's
light.

Crystal's
Commentary:
The beautiful, kind
gentleness of Mary's
person, that is so
frequently a part of this
energy field, reminded me
in just such a loving way
that human beings have
the Father's voice with
them, and their life could
be made so much easier if
they listened, if they
consulted with the Father
at all times. For that
would smooth their way
and make their journey
light.
Now, in the presentation
of Mary for this time, we
see her as a very firm
voice for this new era. She
doesn't give concessions.
She speaks with
kindness and gentleness
and love but there is no
concession, is there, in
her voice? And I think

that is an extremely important
realization when we entertain
her position in the Hierarchy. It
never comes into her
consideration that one who is
called by Mary would live
anywhere but by the light of
Christ. So it is with the Father's
Voice,3 placed so carefully among
humans. And that Voice guides
you and delivers you up into the
higher ministry of My name.
Within the Mother's Calling
there is no consideration
other than to follow that
Voice, which is God within.
This is a very interesting,
deliberate energy field that is
being presented.
But I tell you, if you haven't
sensed it, there is no compromise
with Mary for she knows none in
herself! How could the “Mother
of Christ” have anything but
Truth in her system, as she
guides all humanity into a whole
new civilization of light and love?
To be with her in the vibration of
her wisdom and her light is a
blessing. And her words when
The Holy Mother, our Loving
Mother, speaks of kindness, of
gentleness, of love, of holding
and guarding the Eternal Flame
for all humanity and of living
from your inner Christ, are law.
She asks you to carry this Flame
so that all can see It and release
It within themselves.
These are very real words of
divine potency and as she
speaks them, there comes a
3

Called the Divine Inner Voice by some
and by others the Thought Adjuster.

continued on page 6
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Mother Nature and You
THE UNIVERSITY PAPERS VOL. 6 No. 9

The Life Force I AM
The Presence of God within you is
the I AM. I AM is the initiation
point within everyone. It is the
point of no return where the
consciousness must enter the zone
of the Creator and give itself to the
Creator. Then does the Spark of
True Life rise and glorify its Maker.

last. There is no other because God AM loving in My benevolent
expression.
is.

"Is" emerges as the expression of
Be-ing. It is impossible to
Be—which is the experience of true
life or living—without aligning
with the Christ within who is I AM,
Seed of God. The power to Be rests
within you. That power is the
Living Word: I AM. I AM is
No one is without in the consciousness incorruptible.
of I AM. I AM is the hidden manna, the
Creative Power and the Solar Sonship The right use of "I AM" is what the
(Sun-ship). If you can demonstrate Melchizedek Initiate must learn
this I AM Presence as your higher self, and practice. Your practice and
you will be helping many upon this your demonstration of the hot fires
planet who weep and wail now for the of Be-ing will lift the planet.
lack of all their needs fulfilled.
To pass initiation into the Christ
Records
of the I AM, it is necessary
There is no hunger in I AM and no
division of good and bad. Abandon t o l e a v e t h e w o r l d , t h e
the life you are leading. It is a poor life, dependencies on the world and the
indeed. Poor because you are a servant belief in the world. For if you do
of the present day world and are not, you will fail this order and its
hindered by your ignorance of what is p o w e r f u l i n i t i a t i o n a s t h e
within you. The storehouse is full. The Consciousness of the Christ. See
blessings of Truth are waiting as you that you do not fail, for you are
ascend into the New World of Love needed. There has never been a
greater time for service than right
and Light.
now. Have the power back that I
h
ave given you from the
Have the power that I have given you.
Beginning and let this power rise
I AM.
up as My Law on earth.

Initiation
The purpose of your initiation into the
I AM Presence is to glorify God, the
Christ within, your true self. You are
human no longer when you are
initiated into the form of your original
pattern of Life eternal. No one follows
you and no one is before you. You are
part of the Circle of Life, the Life of
Creation as it is formed in all its glory
and beauty. You are the first and the

How you speak My Word I AM is
important, for if you do not speak
in love and joy, you will speak not
1
of Me. You will speak of what is
not of Me. Keep your vigil in faith
and love and original creation
will be seen as the Solar Life I AM.

To Speak Is To Be Heard
Listen to your own voice. Are the
tones round, rich and full? Is your
voice a pleasure to hear? Does it
embody the heavenly spheres of
abundance? Are you creative
when speaking in your voice?
(Love yourself, the Christ within,
as you speak. Then power will
emerge and the heavenly spheres
will tremble and lovingly
embrace you.) I AM waiting to hear
My sound in you, the sound of My
benevolence and joy of Be-ing.

Pronounce My words into
substance—into the Holy
Breath—and allow the Solar
Angels and precious Devas of
Sound and Form to add the
creative material to your words. I
AM giving you much that you
may practice now. What do you
suppose "Children" or "People" of
I live in you and you live in Me. the Light means? Have you
We, together, form the Christ thought that you might be
Message of Love and Light. There expected to use this Light (I AM)
is no turning back. Leap into the
fires of My Being and live in 1 Recommended: the book Breaking
prosperous knowing that you Through by Crystal (Patricia Jepsen),
through the university online
have said and you have thought savailable
t o r e
a t :
and it is formed. Be not fearful of http://shop.melchizedeklearning.com/cat
the outcome of My Word. I AM egory.sc?categoryid=2
gentle in My words of Life and I
continued on page 6
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The Virgin Mary Speaks
continued from page 4

Mother Nature and You

continued from page 5
realization that there is nothing else
for her. She will consider nothing to create? At the conclusion of you, then you are the I AM in
less than that!
this treatise, there should be consciousness. Realize that you are
no thought of limitation or the force of supply and the
So we are her angels she has loosed self-pity of any kind. For you glorification of the Word.
on earth to perform the miracles
will Be, as I AM, creators, Meeting God in You as the I
among men. SHE WANTS TO REVEAL
abundantly
rich in the holy
AM
YOU AS HER ANGEL.
spheres of light. We want you To create or out-picture in the nature
She says your ministry is with Mary, not to cry out in lack and of God, Eternal Truth and your
not with the worldly powers. She shame but in power—the consciousness must actualize
says there is no greater light to bear living power of the Creator Oneness (spiritual order), or join with
than my Son's light among men. And Him-Herself.
God Omnipresence in vibrational
the giver of this light must be you.
containment. Your conscious awareness
Reminder: When you blame must digit to One in order that
A Continuation of Mary's another, you put yourself in
objectification can and will occur as the
Message:
the victim's box. There is no plan of God on earth. This is the divine
Loving is the first field of energy. It's power of authority when you
always been that, always was, do that. There is only the lowly mathematical equation that the
Master Kuthumi taught within His
always will be. Nothing can be
fear-based ego and the cross of Mystery School when He served
accomplished without your loving
false creation and death. I humanity as Pythagoras. He asks you
heart.
(AM) have come that you might to remember your Christ record and
It is a waste of time to argue or to have Life and have it more to remember His lessons, that you
debate. Each moment brought to abundantly! Restore your life might further the Hierarchy's plan of
bear in my Christ will change the circuit to life. Stand and resettling this planet in Love and Life.
world. Even as men argue among identify with the Christ
themselves, your love is the power of energy field I AM. Thus
Never try to correct what is an
God. You must love. If you do not, you speaks Saint Germain to you.
inaccurate equation. Start from
will fail your mission.
scratch again: Go back to the
beginning, and let the light blocks of
Abundance Is Power
Heart comes before action. Speak not
creative
purpose illumine your way
until there is love in your heart. I AM: It is not just saying it, it is
Speak words of great beauty and being it. Without the living as a participant in the divine plan of
man will listen. Oh my children, open W o r d , y o u h a v e n o creation. You are recircuiting
your hearts to the Flame within. You abundance. The Word is I AM vibration into and through Christ
must be examples for all to follow.
re-seeded in you. I plant this Consciousness AS PLANNED BY
Never put yourself first before
2
Word of power deep in your GOD IN THE BEGINNING.
another; always serve yourself last.
Your meekness will become you and soul. You are denied nothing.
You are given everything. You He who abides in Me, abides in the
your Father will be pleased.
are the great light of the Solar power of the living Word. If you can
Note: As I was typing Mother Mary's Man, as the sacred I AM live in Me consciously, you will be
emerges as your conscious powerful and abundant. Let the
Messages (October 23, 1998), she said:
It is my hope that my children will hear awareness and soul memory consciousness of My Word (I AM) be
turns to light. Without light, actively engaged now. Let the I AM
this and not forget.
I AM Mother Mary, your Mother of you have no abundance. You 2
cannot produce the vibrations From The Eternal Truth by Crystal (Patricia
Christ Awareness.
Jepsen), available as a course at:
Recorded by Crystal, World Mother and the images I give you.
http://www.melchizedeklearning.com/degfour.h
Office,
tml
When
the
Presence
arises
in
Seal of Melchizedek
continued on page 7
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The Order of Mary
SOLAR NEWS Volume 6, Number 31

December 13, 2007, 8 p.m.

Earth and the governance of the FatherThe Order of Mary is about to Mother God.
emerge. This is the Order of the
Constant Flame. We are proud to We will encourage the new schooling for
announce that the Blessed Mother is the Light children of this New Age. If you
overseeing this Order Herself and is are involved in one of these new schools
coming forth to bless this Order in for the children, you have but to ask and
your needs will be heard and fulfilled. We
Her name.
are most anxious to see these schools
The World Mother Conference will appear and the children of the Light be
soon be announced. It will be given what they need as they grow in
sponsored by the Order of Mary. And glorious light.
this will bring many together from
ancient lands, together at last as the We will encourage Light communities and
Daughters of God to administer to the we will help them in all ways that we can ,
people, the forgotten and suffering so that the cities of Light can be restored to
and to those who have called out for the Earth and prepared for the greater
part. And always we stand in the wings to
help in these days of need.
serve where there is prayer, where there is
We, the Order of Mary, work closely meditation, where there is healing.
in the realm of the angels, and we
serve all prayers and know that they Gratitude goes out to this Center in
are answered before they are spoken. holding the World Mother Energy. Her
The Order is being released to Earth Spirit is alive here, and we of the angelic
service by the Holy Mother in the realm feel it. This is a place where we can
highest energy possible. You are in rest as well as serve. The Order of Mary
the Christ-Mass period of the will be serving your Earth and bringing
celebration of God within. This harmony and peace from the Golden Child
celebration continues through the of Light.
New Year in the angelic kingdom.
Perhaps you may hear us sometimes In peace we serve and in harmony
singing in the joy of Being. We are so together, God bless you all who are
listening tonight and who will read of this
happy to be with you tonight.
message.
The Holy Mother is the Comforter.
Did you know this? She brings to this Note: The Order of Mary is an Order in the
Order, the Order of Mary, the balm of etheric spiritual realms. Serving together
the Comforter, the Mother Spirit who the angelic kingdom and the Daughters of
cares for Her young. Listen now to God, the Order administers Mary's
the program that we bring to you as Essence. It is a healing Order and is being
this Order emerges and serves the brought to Earth to assist those serving in
incoming Christ Light and the Solar earth bodies during this planetary shift
and translation of form. You may call on
Realm.
this Order at any time for assistance as you
We will serve the new Schools of serve in the Light.
Melchizedek. They bring the LAW to Crystal

Mother
Nature and
You
continued from page 6
Presence be your
conscious identity. As you
realize the Christ within as
your sacred Self the lifting
power will begin. You can
transform the earth by the
power of My Name—I
AM.
The false and untrue
identification with the
fear-based ego as "I am"
has almost destroyed you
and this planet. Realize
now that you were born of
Me and you are My radiant
Sun of Life as I AM.
Restore the power of Truth
in you and let go of the
mortal self with all its
hatreds, pettiness and false
desires. Rise to the
Consciousness of Christ
and deliver My Earth into
My hands. Rise, My
people, rise!

Mother Nature and
You
As you move into the Fifth
Dimension and collect
your records of
achievement in this one
(Third Dimension), there is
no place for egoic
achievements or selfblame. All is woven in a
circle. Recall Chief Seattle's
words: "This we know, the
earth does not belong to
man, man belongs to the
continued on page 10
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The Cross of the
Mother
SOLAR NEWS
Volume 4, Number 46

The Mother's Cross has been
lifted.
(Announced on the morning of the
planetary alignment.) March 26, 2004

The Mother's
Mandate

Mission of
the Women

SOLAR NEWS
Volume 6, Number 18

THE UNIVERSITY PAPERS
Vol. 7, Number 14

July 28, 2007 at the World
Mother Sanctuary
If a candle is lit for one
child,
It must be lit for all children.
There was a negative challenge

Be ones who receive My Baptism of this evening, one that had
massed into an ominous energy
Light.
The World Mother, Mary, Mother of
Jesus, carries the force field of Light for
everyone. Once the Cross is lifted, the
Light in the name of the Christ Presence
is released to all humanity without
preference or partiality.
This, then, begins the Second Coming, as
the Child of the Light emerges through
human hearts and rises as the Christ.
(The release of self will facilitate this
program.) Mother Mary officiates over
this entrance of the Second Coming. She
is the creative circuit through which it must
come.
As tidal waves rush to earth to heal the
sanctuaries of hidden years, the mass
translation begins its initiatory process
and guides children of the light into
God's world.
The Living Light becomes you and you
become the Living Light.
The Christ belongs to everyone. There is
no religion in the Beloved Christ Light.
All may come home to the FatherMother through this Light.

continued on page 9

field of almost frightening
proportions. The Center itself
felt disconnected from the
Omnipresence and World
Mother Office. I faced the
challenge of a collective energy
that if I hadn't known better I
would have called the "Devil."
As I waited in Oneness, refusing
to give any authority to the
destructive vibration, I found
myself saying silently, yet with
great strength, You shall not take
these ones from me! I felt myself as
a protective shield in front of all
the University students and
partners, shielding them from
the threatening presence of the
dark energy field. Immediately
following, I felt myself
transported into the power
center of the Mother. The words
I had spoken in behalf of the
University students now
became the Word Mandate of
the World Mother who spoke
aloud in force and command,
They shall not take My children
from Me!

continued on page 9

Many more women will
be seen in leadership
roles. The veil will be
lifted. And the glory of
That which has been
hidden can now be told.

T he

embodiment of the
Mother is taking form. This
embodiment realizes itself
through all Earth as corruption
ends and a new cycle begins.
As Mother God fills Her
creation, She searches the
hearts of all women to find
those ones most in harmony
with Her Voice and Her
purpose. The passage of the
Mother into the Earth and
through creation touches all
humanity. No one will be left
behind. Not one flower, not one
tree. The Holy Breath breathes
through all as the emergence of
Creative Power on earth.
The New World energy from
the Divine Mother embraces
all; yet from the roots of Earth
She rises, signaling power of
the Supreme. In this day of
planetary shift, the
embodiment of the Mother is
vibrating through all Women.
This will bless men, for it
intones the return of the natural

continued on page 10
Page 8

The Cross of the
Mother
continued from page 8
Because the Mother's Cross has been
lifted, the Light is now available to
everyone and it comes as a Bestowal
to earth. A new dispensation has
begun.
Have the Mother in your heart and
mind. Let Her birth your divine
Being, the Christ in you. And as this
occurs, the earthen clay of yesteryears
and former lives fall away. You see
yourself as you are—part of God's
Body1 on earth. This is the Coming of
the Lord, the Word.
As the Great Light enters planet Earth
and reaches out to all in its wake, the
Earth trembles to become light and
joy fills the air.
Hold not to old ways. The Mother has
come to be with you as the Creator
Son joins with Her and recognizes His
face in all men.
God is coming to earth through you.
Be still and know that I AM God, the
Christ on earth, the Son emerged in
Truth.
You are recorded to be in the Time of
the Mother. This cycle will not end
until all is finished and done.
From the Office of the World Mother
Headquarters,
as given to Crystal to be released as a
New Day.
Let the Christ Emergence begin!
Seal of Melchizedek.

1

Consciousness, Omnipresence.

The Mother's Mandate
continued from page 8
My consciousness had moved to the
children of the world—all children.
The Mother Spirit continued as She
said, Not one child shall suffer the abuse
of war, poverty or that which has been put
upon them through humanity's misuse
of the Creative Power. The wars must
stop.
At that moment Earth was
surrounded with a great Light and all
children were embraced by the
fierceness of the Mother. The power
that was sent forth with this Mandate
was immense. (A mother's Love can
be fierce and very protective!)
Elizabeth Hunt saw this Light and
she qualified it by stating that this
Mandate was now set in the record of the
Earth. It was LAW.
This shield must not and will not be
broken.
The World Mother, Mother of Jesus,
has declared that She will rise up
within the women of the Earth, and
within all men who detest the way of
war and human consumption that
denies the children their right to be
free and joyful. You will see some
surprises come. God's appointed
ones are in many places.
It was emphasized that there was to
be no talk or consideration of the
word "karma" with these children.
All children are beloved of the MotherFather and are to be cast free of this
limitation and dogma.

one minute that he or she can
ascend without first caring for
the children of this Earth, he or
she has another thought
coming! There is to be no
ascension without the
children free from war,
poverty and disease. These
potholes must be cleaned up
and filled. You are your
brother's keeper and all must
come together in the Light!
I, Crystal, saw and felt the
enormity of this Mandate
issued from the Mother Source
of All Life. It will hold. It will
stand. And in this Light we
will all ascend.
If you have not viewed the
web site,
www.thesanctuaryschool,org
and/or read the numerous
booklets outlining the vision
and thrust for a new education
program for children and
young adults, please read
them and contemplate. We
need your generous heart and
expertise.
May the Blessed Mother be
with you, inspiring you to a
greater life and purpose. Hear
the Bells chime!

It is you, My friends, who will suffer
the karma if you do not act to save the
children and become a light for them!
If any member of humanity thinks for

Page 9

Mother
Nature and
You
continued from page 7
earth. This we know. All things
are connected like the blood that
unites one family. All things are
connected."
We are all a part of the circle of
life—the web of life. We are all
connected. Through this
connection, harmony prevails.
The I AM is only active when the
consciousness is resting in the
Circle of Life and the unity of all
life as a body or expression of
Truth. When you separate from
the I AM Presence, the harmony
of all life, you become
disconnected from the Circle of
Life, and you bring
destruction—not only to
yourself—but also to the planet.
You cannot single out one
person to hurt and not hurt all
life intended. This is why war is
wrong and why harmlessness,
as the Buddha teaches, is the
path to peace and joy.
Realize that you are part of the
great, holy body of God. And all
life is sacred in you as your
conscious awareness. You must
carry this conscious awareness
at all times. There is no ascension
without this state of awareness.
The individual does not ascend
without being a conscious part
of the Circle of Life. This
awareness is the contributing
factor to ascension and the Fifth
Dimension.
Delay no longer. You are needed

Mission of the Women
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power and the anchoring of the
Divine Plan. Man and woman must
join as equal partners and glorify
God.
The rising of women and the reestablishment of Christ Energy
brought to bear through women will
initiate balance on Earth. As you
experience more women in
leadership positions, please know
that the Mother, as She embodies
throughout Earth, is becoming Earth
and She is pushing out into
expression those women who are
taking their places in political power.
The electricity vibrating through the
Earth is the frequency of the
Universe Mother in divine command
through Her creation. The Light of
the New World is revealing itself.

The Meaning of the Veil
The Recircuiting of Life
The Veil, worn by Moslem women
and experienced by all women in the
subtle realms as a frequency of
limitation or restricted (hidden)
power, represents the Creative
Power, the Divine Mother. within
men and women alike. It decrees the
New World and its presence. Yet,
until women as a conscious whole
realize consciously through their
spiritual being the divine power
bestowed through the One, the veil
remains as a covering of protection
and restriction. And man is unable to
vibrate in the way he-she is intended.

Power. When the old and false world
is completely dismissed as
powerless and rejected as not of
God—not of Love—the power is
returned. Man and woman find one
another in a new realm of joyous
companionship and agreement.
Together they listen to their spiritual
intuition, the Inner Voice, and they
act with God. The Divine Will
becomes their Intent. There is no
other, and true government is
restored to Earth and throughout the
heavens. This is the Plan.
Note: The purpose of the Veil is to
prevent humanity from destroying
itself as occurred with Atlantis.

Your nature is not to destroy,
but to dissolve
for the new life to become.
Memory Awakened
A Priestess of Melchizedek is a
guardian for this divine energy that
forms God's creation.
Creative Power that is within
women is sacred. The passage of this
liquid fire into the brain cells causes
instant illumination and can change
the body to light.

(A footnote on page 55 of the book
Immortality gives this information:
My Son is in reference to the Creator
Son or Universe Creator who
bestowed Himself on earth as Jesus.
He is the immortal Son of God in
you.
The Spirit is the Universe
The raising of the Veil connects
woman with her true Self, the Divine Daughter (Creative Daughter) or
Mother realized. She will, then,
continued on page 11
consciously vibrate the Creative
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Universe Mother, the activity of the
Holy Spirit. Her mission in this hour
is to translate you to light.)1
The creative fire, when consciously
directed into higher chakras, will
unveil the Christ on Earth. This is called
the "Second Coming." Once the brain
cells are opened, the body is then
translated into higher frequencies to
enable the Creative Power to outpicture
as the Kingdom of God.
A sacred discipline taught by the Order
and this University is the alignment to
the Inner Voice and the absolute
adherence to that Voice (the Father
within) as Intent. This is difficult at first
due to the pressure and indoctrination
of the world. But the discipline brings
about results.
Thus, the Priest or Priestess never misuses
the divine power within. When a child is
to be conceived and born, the holy and
divine power unites with the divine
Will. The raising of this Energy passes
through the Christ Chakra where the
"Image and Likeness" is born. This
"Image and Likeness" becomes the
child of God, the divine Idea. These
things must be taught once again by the
Melchizedek Order to all women and
men who have gathered to learn.

name.
The Mission of the Women is to
realize the Power within and to
take their place as an equal partner
with men. In this way balance is
achieved and the Creative Power
can resonate through creation as
the Christ body of Love. See that
happening. God's word is your
world now.
The embodiment of the Divine
Mother in and through Earth will
empower women to rise and take
initiative in the light of the Sun. Let
the curtain rise. The time has come
for sudden and abrupt change.
The Consciousness of the Mother
is Energy (Spirit Fire) on Earth
serving only the Divine Plan, the
Divine Intent of Creator Michael,
your Universe Creator Son. The
Inner Voice carries the Intent.
Listen and be wise.
In days to come, many will be
lifted; some will depart this earth
and some will choose to stay. They
will wield the sacred power as
builders of a new Earth.

From the World Mother Scripts
January 6, 2007
————————Script 230
The sacred Creative Power waits to be
An accumulation of Energy
remembered. It is the Eternal Flame, the (Be-ing) is now in the Earth's
Melchizedek Power guarded by the a t m o s p h e r e w a i t i n g t o b e
Sisters of the Veil. This precious expressed, as the Full Government
Knowledge is awakening within the is announced and the Creative
human spirit at this time. The Lord Spirit descends. Keep the watch as
awaits its completion with His holy We plan a New World where
righteousness will prevail.
1
Immortality: The Search for Life can be ordered
The body and mind must
through the University online store at:
http://shop.melchizedeklearning.com/product.sc come together now as the
?productid=103&categoryid=8

Supreme. Let go of the old
world. Though it struggles to
remain housed within your
consciousness, it is dissolving.
Do not give it energy or power.
Divine love rules and the Solar
Life is yours as the New World
emerges in frequency of the
Divine.
Blessings. I AM the
Creative Daughter, overseeing
all energy at this important time.
Do your part well.

Now be that which you have
come to be.
Remember and be bold. Be
courageous.
Let the full message of
Woman be heard.
I AM Sananda and I give
full blessing to this
document.
Pay Attention to the Now
Recently, as I was contemplating
the meaning of "being in the
now," I saw with my inner eye
that there was no past or future.
What seemed to be "past" or
"future" is phenomenon. It is not
real. I saw that there is only
NOW, this moment, and
nothing else exists. Nothing else
is real. I saw that as I focused on
NOW as the Presence of God or
Be-ing (from where I AM
emerges), all else that I may have
thought was past or future was
empty, unqualified space. There
was nothing but me in the

continued on page 12
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moment, the NOW. And I realized with
a certainty that predictions for the
future—if believed and given attention
and energy—exist NOW. Hell is in the
moment it is conceived, not in past or
future. This is the secret of I AM.
The Word (Consciousness) was in the
beginning, and that very Word was with
God, and God was that Word. ( John: 1:1,
George M. Lamsa translation)
To actually live in the Now is to live
fully and richly in the God Presence.
You are then activated by that Presence
as the Son (Sun) of God.
We have things backward here on
earth. We attempt to change
appearances and experiences. The
secret is to realize NOW. Realize Truth.
Realize what is. Then the Creative
Power is released to out-picture in
vibrant Energy flow I AM THAT I AM.
The Absolute Science of Being tells us
that there is only one Presence and One
Power. As we let our consciousness
open to the Truth of Being and permit
the Divine Presence to witness to Itself
as the living Word, then the Presence
realized and activated as conscious
realization (enlightenment) becomes
our world. We have nothing to change.
Only to Be. Let us NOW rise to this place
of conscious union with God that all
might be in peace and joy.

Embody My Word
There is no such thing as the future.
Only this moment in time and space.
What you consciously know and realize
RIGHT NOW is all there is—All is in the
mind of the moment.

If you engage a reader and he or
she predicts your future or that of
your country, that one sees only
what is being consciously realized
at the moment. This is why
predictions can change. The
future is in your hands. If you
would see this, you would know
that I have given you dominion.
Realize the Earth in her glory and
the solar radiance will shine upon
all. From this moment forth, the
Kingdom is now. Receive and be
grateful.
Please leave the world as you have
known it. This is my wish and my
urgent plea.
Sananda
January 7, 2007

Activity in the Solar
stream of Life, and as
you may have seen or
experienced it in the
heavens, is being
stepped up. Initiation is
here! Solar groups are
being formed—drawn
together by the magnet
of CHANGE.
Thank you for serving
and coming to Earth at
this time of need.

Welcome Home!
A Solar Message
from Sananda
SOLAR NEWS
Volume 7, Number 1

Hang on! We are
coming through! Sail
with the Wind and in
Solar Light.
No one is to be left
behind. Forget that one!
It is a lie. The message
is that all in this present
Earth experience are to
be translated into a New
World Consciousness so
that all might shine as
the Son.

Thanks and blessings from
the Great White
Brotherhood and your
Commander Sananda. You
are a new race of
"Melchizedek Man" and
your voices will be heard in
the Solar Realms as I AM.
Welcome Home!
January 2, 2008
Your Brother Sananda
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